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Alaska Communications, Nimble Provide Data Storage for Alaska Businesses
ANCHORAGE, Alaska--(BUSINESS WIRE)-- Alaska businesses now have improved access to reliable data storage through
Alaska Communications' (NASDAQ:ALSK) relationship with Nimble Storage. The partnership allows local Alaska businesses
and enterprises to use the best Nimble solutions in their IT infrastructure, whether on site or in the cloud.
Alaska Communications first partnered with Nimble in 2015. Recently, Alaska's leading broadband and IT solutions provider
achieved the next partner level based on its sales and technical competence.
"We're proud to partner with Nimble to provide solutions to state and local governments, as well as our commercial clients,"
Alaska Communications Vice President, Managed Services Chris Reaburn said. "Secure, reliable data storage is a priority
for most organizations. Our experienced experts are proud to help Alaska businesses use Nimble's best-in-class Adaptive
Flash platform."
Nimble uses the latest data storage technology, making organizations more efficient, lowering costs and allowing them to
focus on serving their customers. Businesses can store data onsite, offsite or in Nimble Storage's hosted environment,
keeping critical data secure and easily accessible. Enabled by Alaska Communications' expertise in managed networks,
businesses can ensure performance of cloud storage while maintaining data security.
Custom packages with Nimble Storage are available from Alaska Communications. Visit
www.alaskacommunications.com/tellmemore or call 855-907-7038 for more information.
About Alaska Communications
Alaska Communications (NASDAQ:ALSK) is a leading provider of advanced broadband and IT managed services for
businesses and consumers in Alaska. The company operates a highly reliable, advanced statewide data and voice network
with the latest technology and the most diverse undersea fiber optic system connecting Alaska to the contiguous U.S. For
more information, visit http://www.alaskacommunications.com or http://www.alsk.com.
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